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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning Commissioners. I’m sure you’ve all missed talking about deer regulations over the past several months, and I’m happy to report that I do have a couple proposed changes for you this month.  I’ll be presenting information on three topics for your consideration.



Muzzleloader Season Change 
in Muskegon County

• Technical Correction
– Allow all legal 

firearms in 
Muzzleloader 
season in Muskegon 
County

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first topic is a technical correction.  Last year, we proposed a regulation change that was supported by the Commission to allow all legal firearms to be used in the muzzleloader season in counties south of and having the Zone 3 line run through it.  Muskegon county was inadvertently omitted from that order despite having the Zone 3 line run through part of it.  We are proposing allowing all legal firearms in muzzleloader season in Muskegon County to match the intent of what was approved last year.



Zone 3 Late Antlerless 
Season Change

• Remove the exemption that allows 
muzzleloaders to be used in Zone 3 on 
public lands during the late antlerless 
season for any deer

• 2020 biological data unavailable at this 
time

• Regulation doesn’t align with goals to 
simplify regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year, we proposed another change that shortened the muzzleloader season in Zone 3 while extending the late antlerless season.  This standardized our muzzleloader season statewide and expanded antlerless specific opportunities which aligned with our Departments goal of increasing antlerless harvest.  In doing so, however, it would have shortened public land opportunities unique to muzzleloader hunters.  An amendment was developed and passed that provided an exemption that allowed any legal deer (including antlered deer) to be taken on public land, with muzzleloaders only, in Zone 3 only, during the late antlerless season, which is a private land only season.We don’t have biological data available at this time to interpret the impact of this regulation, but we anticipate its effect to be negligible.  We are proposing removing this exemption because of the confusion it caused and that it doesn’t align with our goal of simplifying regulations.



Zone 3 Late Antlerless 
Season Change-feedback

• “Many of the contacts I encountered did NOT give positive feedback on the 
use of public land-muzzleloaders during the late antlerless season.”

• “Everyone thought it was confusing, so much so, they would tell me that 
they were not even going to do it in fear of doing something wrong.”

• “The biggest problem that I experienced with this is the total confusion it 
caused at first.”

• “…the regulation change was not well received.”
• “…hunters were a little confused.”
• “All the hunters I talked with did not like the state land exemptions for 

muzzleloader late antlerless season to say the least.”
• “…confusing to every single hunter I spoke to.”
• ‘’…most were mad about it.”
• “I did talk to a few hunters that were happy to have the additional 

opportunity to get out and hunt.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We anticipate biological impact to be negligible with this regulation, but were interested in how it was being perceived so we polled our Officers after the season for their input. Select excerpts are included on this slide.  Alternate statements were highlighted for ease of reading, no other reason.  In short, all officers that responded indicated difficulty in explaining this regulation, the justification for it, and the difficulty with enforcement.  There was some positive feedback, and in full transparency, there was negative feedback with how some of the Department’s other recommendations were received.  I certainly don’t want to paint a picture that this was the only regulation passed that lead to communication challenges or an unfavorable opinion.  It was at the top of the list though, and the feedback from our officers seemed to mirror what our customer service representatives heard as well.  Though we can concede that there is likely no biological impact with this regulation, we believe this regulation falls short in our efforts to simplify regulations, and are requesting the exemption for public land muzzleloader hunters to take any deer in zone 3 during the late antlerless season removed.



Current Cervid Urine Use 
Regulations

• Since 2018, only natural urine approved 
by the Archery and Trade Association 
(ATA) through their Deer Protection 
Program can be used in Michigan
– More stringent standards ensuring the lowest-

risk urine can be used
– Easily identifiable marker on packaging

• Program transferred to Responsible 
Hunting Scent Association (RHSA) in 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our last topic centers on the use of natural deer urine and other deer products as an attractant and cover scent.  Since 2018 in Michigan, only natural urine products participating in the Archery and Trade Association’s Deer Protection Program was allowed to be used in Michigan.  This program outlined higher standards than Federal Herd Certification guidelines that ensured more safeguards were being undertaken to prevent the introduction of CWD onto the landscape.  The program also marked participating products with an easily identifiable “check mark” so hunters could tell quickly from the packaging whether the product was legal for use or not in the state.As of 2020, the ATA has transferred responsibility of this program to the Responsible Hunting Scent Association, a newly formed group.  Our staff reached out to a board member of the new group and were told the same standards would apply as the ATA program.  We have been unable to confirm these standards through their website or through dialogue.



Proposed Cervid Urine Use 
Regulations

• Department recommends banning natural 
urine and other body fluids used as 
attractants in Michigan
– Urine has lower levels of prion occurrence than 

other fluids (saliva, feces, blood)
– Most commercial urine collection techniques 

includes other materials (ex. saliva, feces)
– AFWA CWD BMP’s recommend prohibiting 

sales/use of products of cervid origin
– Synthetic urine able to be used as attractant 

and cover scent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this time, the Department recommends banning all natural cervid products, including urine, for use in Michigan as attractants or cover scents.  Urine has a low level of prion concentration compared to other fluids, such as saliva, feces, or blood.  It is deemed a lower risk than other actions already taken by the Department, such as restricting carcass movement, and baiting and feeding bans.  However, the risk is not zero.  Most commercial urine collection techniques include other materials such as saliva and/or feces.  Furthermore, the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies CWD Best Management Practices recommend prohibiting sales and use of products of cervid origin.  Our proposed regulation would continue to allow the use of synthetic or artificial urine as both a cover scent and an attractant.



Cervid Urine Use in Other 
States/Provinces

• Multiple states and provinces currently 
prohibit the sale and/or use of cervid urine-
based products
– AL, AK, AR, AZ, ID, NJ, NM, NV, OR, RI, SC, 

VA, VT, MB, NS, ON, YT
– NY has proposed ban in their draft Deer 

Management Plan
– MN, ND, PA prohibit use in disease areas
– LA, MS, MT, TN restrict natural urine use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiple states and provinces currently prohibit the sales and or use of cervid urine based products:Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Arizona, Idaho, New Jersey, New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Virginia, and Vermont are all states that prohibit their use.  In Canada, the provinces of Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario, and the Yukon Territories all prohibit use as well.New York has proposed a ban on products in their draft deer management planMinnesota, North Dakota, and Pennsylvania prohibit their use in their identified disease areas.Louisiana, Mississippi, Montana, and Tennessee all restrict the use of natural deer urine, similar to Michigan’s current regulationIncludes requirements for fencing, individual animal ID’s, regular inventories, and testing of all mortalities to deer over 12 months of ageFrom 2012-2021, 39 of 66 facilities with CWD were enrolled in the HCP; 32 of which were HCP-certified (>5 years monitoring & no violations)



Michigan Hunter Attitudes 
Towards Cervid Urine Use*

• Use of urine-based scents
• 24% (mail survey); 37% (online)

• Banning the use of attractants made from 
natural deer urine

• 36% acceptable vs. 31% unacceptable (mail)
• 45% acceptable vs. 35% unacceptable (online)

Urine Use Natural Synthetic Both Natural 
and Synthetic

Not Sure

Statewide 
hunters (mail)

35% 6% 22% 36%

*Michigan CWD Survey (Frawley et al 2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have asked questions to our hunters previously about their views on a potential urine ban in our 2017 CWD survey.  Our estimates showed that 24% of hunters in the randomized mail survey used urine based scents, while 37% of online respondents used urine based scents.  I wanted to highlight these differences to provide more context.  The authors used the mail survey because it was randomly selected and they relied primarily on the estimates from the random sample to describe hunter attitudes and opinions because these estimates were considered less biased.  The online survey was open to anyone, and generally had a higher level of avidity amongst hunters who filled out the survey.  Looking at type of urine use, 36% of those hunters using urine didn’t know whether they used natural or synthetic urine, while 35% and 22% used natural or a mix of natural and synthetic urine, respectively.  Only 6% used synthetic urine exclusively.We also asked their level of support for banning attractants made of natural deer urine.  36% of mail survey respondents would support a ban compared to 31% who would be opposed to the ban.  Interestingly, online respondents showed higher level of support at 45%, whereas only 35% would be opposed.  So, with the Department’s commitment to trying to minimize the spread and introduction of CWD into Michigan, the recent trends of other states to pursue more strict bans, the availability of alternative products that have no risk associated with them, and generally more support than opposition based on our previous surveys, the Department recommends banning the use of these products for use in Michigan.



Thank You
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